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Few people remember the best-selling Black author of the twentieth century: Frank Yerby. Six months after the publication of Yerby’s *The Foxes of Harrow* (1946), a historical romance set on an antebellum plantation near New Orleans, the novel became the first book written by a Black author to sell more than a million copies. In early 1947, the Associated Negro Press reported that a nationwide poll, administered by Harlem’s Schomburg Collection of Negro Literature of the New York Public Library, had named Yerby as one of a dozen African Americans who had “done the most for the improvement of race relations ‘in terms of real democracy’” in the previous year.1 A few months later, *Foxes* became the first Black-authored book adapted into a film by a major Hollywood studio, after 20th Century Fox paid Yerby $150,000 for the story, or nearly $2 million in today’s dollars.² By 1949, the *Chicago Defender* predicted that the zeitgeist in Hollywood films heralded many more empowered, dynamic portrayals of Black Americans. The *Defender’s* estimates for the future also pointed to the adaptation of Yerby’s *Foxes* as “the first of the current movie wave” to initiate the trend.³

*The Washington Post* praised Yerby as a “gifted Negro writer,” albeit one who had written “two propaganda novels which were turned down by publishers.” This journalist affirmed that instead of giving up, Yerby found a way to revisit “his original serious intention of bolstering the Negro cause” through melodramatic historical novels, “which book buyers will read, liberally laced with a message.”⁴ On the eve of the Cold War, Yerby was considered a prominent example of an African American who advanced “interracial understanding, mutual respect and co-operation between the colored and white races.”⁵ Although Yerby became an exceptionally visible and successful Black author in mid-century America, today he is virtually unknown. How could this be?
Yerby’s career, cultural inspirations, and professional relationships represent a forgotten era of interracial literary culture that is the focus of this book. While the term *interracial* is not as familiar as it once was, this was how contemporaries often described cross-racial collaborations and cultural influences for much of the twentieth century.

During and after the 1960s Civil Rights Movement, *interracial* typically referred to sex or romance across racial lines. In the preceding decades, however, racially progressive authors and critics used the term *interracial* to describe a broad range of cultural interactions and literary texts. Books, plays, and other works by Black authors that enjoyed critical and commercial success with readers and audiences across the color line were also perceived as interracial and were credited for promoting cross-racial thinking and habits.

Yerby’s success was exceptional, but his absence from literary and cultural history is emblematic of broader elisions in American—rather than exclusively African American—letters. Dozens of Black writers and literary professionals were once at the forefront of America’s publishing business, carving out new ways to fit into the literary field. These Black authors were highly accomplished editors and publishers, in addition to maintaining other roles that frequently intersected, and they forged innumerable forgotten partnerships with white peers.

Led by Black writers and publishers, the best writing and collaborations of this understudied tradition challenged inequitable, separatist, and exclusionary conventions in the mainstream publishing trade. But as calls and demands for racial integration in American society competed with rallying cries and action plans for Black Power during the 1960s, positive assessments of the term *interracial* and interracialism declined. Changes were made possible by interracialism, but they often appeared small, and working across racial lines in the twentieth century was frequently tense. In 1959, W.E.B. Du Bois remarked: “If one were not careful, an interracial meeting would be an interracial fight.” Around the same time, James Baldwin, in a letter to Lorraine Hansberry, divulged that his novel in progress, which was later published as *Another Country* (1962), was a “grim interracial drama.” In another example, in 1967, a typical Black commentary on race riots in Detroit posited: “The phrase ‘black power’ which cropped up early and disappeared of its own inappropriateness, really had no emotional force in an atmosphere of interracial looting, interracial vandalism, interracial incendiarism and interracial sniping.” Without question, this is a grim conception of interracialism. Yet negative and fraught uses of the term in the 1960s were by no means new.
Strange Barriers (New York: Lion Library, 1955), an anthology of short stories by Thomas Wolfe, Frank Yerby, William Faulkner, Richard Wright, Ann Petry, and other writers, edited by J. Vernon Shea, was one of numerous attempts at mid-century to challenge the “strange barriers” that segregated Americans of different races from one another. Cover art by Clark Hulings.
Fear of social and cultural interracialism in American life contributed to the rise of anti-Black rhetoric after the Civil War. The most well-known examples of interracial print culture before, during, and after the Civil War included autobiographies by the formerly enslaved, including prolific Black authors such as Frederick Douglass and a host of others. From the 1860s onward, however, the widespread belief, especially among white people, that humans could and should be classified into separate “races” based on immutable traits passed on through generations was used to justify eugenics, racial separatism, and many other forms of prejudice and exclusion. In short, racial mixing was perceived as a threat to the alleged superiority of the white race and the prospect of white nationalism.

Between the turn of the century and the mid-1960s, a growing number of Black authors and cultural professionals responded to these biases with bold proclamations that the United States was their country as well. It was the norm for ambitious Black writers and publications to attack cultural barriers between races and ethnicities, and many intellectuals, artists, media firms, reading communities, and cultural professionals refused to see American literary culture in racially discrete terms.

*Impermanent Blackness* traces a long history of challenges to racist standards in the predominantly white publishing business throughout the twentieth century, facilitated by Americans of all races at the top of their fields. I focus on the many Black writers, editors, and others who contributed to these efforts but who have been forgotten, overlooked, or simply taken for granted. Once perceived or labeled as “interracial” or “integrationists,” they pushed the boundaries of what Black writing was and what counted as “American” and “African American” literature.

Before the late 1910s, supporters and enemies alike considered the Black poet, editor, and critic W. S. Braithwaite (1878–1962) the finest and most influential anthologist in the United States. As Jessie Fauset, the novelist and literary editor of the NAACP’s *Crisis* magazine, wrote in 1920: “Every person in this country who is interested in poetry has the latest Braithwaite Anthology in his library, and many poets who scorned the early efforts of [this] Negro lad are now standing on tip-toe to know whether he will include their work in his book.” Fauset was not exaggerating. When *The Crisis* noted Braithwaite’s death decades later, the obituary stated that “most of his readers know that the compiler of the annual *Anthology of Magazine Verse* (1913–1929) was a Negro” and that he “was one of the few American Negro artists who realized that art knows no color line.” Braithwaite’s loyal readers would have known him as one of the most acclaimed interracialists of his generation.
Discussing this unifying vision that launched his career in an essay on “contemporary” Black poets written for The Crisis back in 1919, Braithwaite proclaimed: “All great artists are interracial and international in rendering in the medium of any particular art the fundamental passions and the primary instincts of humanity.” Skeptics and rivals such as Claude McKay scoffed: “In Braithwaite’s writings there was not the slightest indication of what sort of
American he might be. And I was surprised one day to read in the Negro magazine, *The Crisis*, that he was a colored man." When McKay asserted that Braithwaite’s literary work was not Black enough for his tastes (or intuition), he failed to note, or chose to ignore, that this “colored man” had mentored, promoted, and published scores of aspiring Black writers in an era when others refused to. Decades later, countless African Americans took McKay’s criticism at face value, further calling into question Braithwaite’s insistence years earlier that he was building support for cultural unity across the United States.

In the twenty-first century, interracial print culture and networks are primarily associated with the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s far more than any other decade or period. George Hutchinson’s landmark book *The Harlem Renaissance in Black and White* (1995) was the first major study of the Harlem Renaissance to make a case for the cultural power of interracialism between the 1910s and mid-1930s. More recently, several major historiographies and literary studies have shed new light on the remarkably complex racial, transnational, and chronological dimensions of the Harlem Renaissance.

Despite an impressive corpus of scholarship on the first quarter of the twentieth century, however, histories of Black and interracial authorship, literary work, and institutional support before—and after—the 1920s are less well known. As the literary scholar Daylanne K. English has observed, the enormous influence of this period demands an awareness of how it has been constructed: "I do not wish to argue that there was no cultural flowering during the 1920s. But I do want to suggest that there is a contemporary academic selection process at work whereby the Harlem Renaissance often emerges as the most compelling moment in the history of African American culture." Rethinking and traversing commonly accepted literary categories and chronologies helps clarify the ambitions of scores of published Black authors who defied racial assumptions and expectations in their published work. Impermanent Blackness interrogates how cultural labels (e.g., the Harlem Renaissance) are established, by looking critically at the writers and editors who wanted to create an equitable print culture, unbound by the limits and constraints of Jim Crow.

In the first issue of the Chicago-based magazine *The Champion* (1916–1917), for example, the editor, Black poet Fenton Johnson, wrote, “We realize that it is not possible to bring about a literary Renaissance by holding ourselves aloof from those aspiring, nor can we gain results by publishing [material] which does not measure up to [this] standard.” A few months later, Johnson boasted: “America is at her highest poetic level, a renaissance due to both the Great War
and her social growth, but the world would not be aware of this condition if it were not for these [annual] Braithwaite anthologies.”

In *The Champion* and other short-lived publications, Johnson enthusiastically encouraged “the reconciliation of the races.”

Even during the Great Depression, Black authors employed by Chicago’s Federal Writers’ Project published a popular, meticulously produced pamphlet entitled *Cavalcade of the American Negro* (1940), assuring their diverse readership that cultural segregation was waning: “A co-operative program of interracial action is in process of realization through the furtherance of mutual
acquaintanceship and mutual understanding of the common interests.” As the literary historian Liesl Olson writes: “Interracial collaborations in Chicago, often difficult but not unusual, occurred through projects sponsored by the Works Progress Administration, through leftist circles, and through the individual daring of artists and writers.” Praising Braithwaite’s contributions to this work, the chapter “Literature and Art” in the Works Progress Administration’s *Cavalcade* outlined how he had challenged white readers’ assumptions about Black poetry: “The influence of [Paul Laurence] Dunbar made it difficult for a Negro poet to find readers unless he wrote Negro dialect. Nevertheless there was a group of Negro poets who clung to the ideal of conventional language. Most notable of these were William Stanley Braithwaite of Boston, [who is] best known as an anthologist and critic.” Braithwaite indeed strongly opposed the perpetuation of cultural stereotypes used to denigrate African Americans. His stance on this matter in the years after Dunbar’s death in 1906 heralded the game-changing potential of twentieth-century literary interraci- alism at its best.

African American support for these publishing achievements remained fairly steady until the late 1950s. As the literary historian Werner Sollors has explained, cultural emphases on Black and white solidarities shifted “as interracialism became decriminalized, more commonplace, and so widespread as to become an accepted part of the commercial culture, and, indeed, so much a part of ordinary and socially sanctioned human life that the emotions some of the earlier writers brought to this theme seem almost beyond comprehen- sion today.” In the decades prior to the 1960s, facing challenges that ranged from lackluster white liberalism to downright hostile white supremacists, Black interracialists romanticized rather than repudiated the feasibility of a robust, multiracial democracy.

During the first six decades of the twentieth century, African American readers and critics recognized publishing clout and financial success as civil rights achievements. When the *Pittsburgh Courier* “saluted” Frank Yerby for his commercial successes in 1948, it explained: “For [a] Negro author to make the list of best-sellers in the highly competitive field of writing is still a rarity. For a Negro author to make a best-seller’s list in books not dealing primarily with Negroes, is still more a rarity if not unprecedented.” At the time, it was subversive for African Americans to publish anything that was not distinc- tively Black. The previous year, when other Black newspapers outlined why Yerby merited a mention on the “Race Relations Honor Roll” for 1946, they all reported that sales of *Foxes* had “exceeded those of any book ever written by a Negro American.” While many readers knew Yerby was African American,
critics and booksellers on both sides of the color line were confident that white Southern readers “probably do not know the author is a Negro.” In 1947, one Black critic, reporting on a well-received talk Yerby gave at the University of Pennsylvania, joked about how surprised white Southerners would be if they knew how “scholarly” and “colored” this novelist was: “Incidentally, Yerby has numerous profitable invitations from Dixie to address ladies’ literary groups. [Yerby] chuckled to think what would happen if he accepted and showed up

Figure 0.4. From the turn of the twentieth century, popular photographs of Black children wrapped in or holding American flags signaled the power, value, and necessity of fighting for an inclusive democracy. This photograph, credited to “Turner,” appeared in The Crisis, August 1916.
to address the aristocracy of Natchez, Mobile, Savannah, or Charleston,” in the era of Jim Crow.28

The same year, a Harvard-trained Black chemist asserted in the Afro-American, “Except for ‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin,’ [1852] Yerby’s novel [Foxes] is the only important one which has condemned the entire social system of the ante-bellum South, by showing not only how completely immoral and immoral it was, but also how futile!”29 Yet two decades later, as the Civil Rights Movement became more militant, Yerby’s cultural prominence and breakthroughs had become far less important, as perceptions of writing across racial lines and foregrounding white protagonists changed. Langston Hughes remarked, possibly with some jealousy, in another nationally distributed African American newspaper: “Although Mr. Yerby is not white, his writing is. And no Negro writer has made as much money as he has, ever.”30 Nonetheless, Hughes included Yerby’s work in The Best Short Stories by Negro Writers (1967).31 Only in recent years have scholars investigated how varied and contradictory African American readers and critics’ responses were to Yerby. This book shows how a broader set of prominent Black writers preceded him in fashioning and refashioning American and African American cultural standards, including Braithwaite, Charles Chesnutt, Alice Dunbar Nelson, Jessie Fauset, Jean Toomer, Juanita Harrison, Ellen Tarry, and Richard Wright, among others. These Black authors—and several white interlocutors—cultivated networks that paved the way for Willard Motley, Alice Childress, Julian Mayfield, Lorraine Hansberry, and many others at the center of the story that follows.

During and after the 1960s, debates among African Americans about the role and impact of popular Black writing and criticism became more heated and more public. It became popular to accuse authors such as Braithwaite, Yerby, Hansberry, Ralph Ellison, and scores of others of not being Black enough. A poem by Amiri Baraka published in 1973 declared: “In the midst of chaos, and near injury / we survive, because we are still young and correct / and black enough to be tough.”32 Disavowals and sharper critiques of older generations of Black writers who were widely associated with interracialism—Baraka was a figurehead for this turn—paralleled a radical shift in how demands for a biracial democracy were framed and sold to the literate public. In short, the difference between the Black-organized, racially inclusive calls by Fenton Johnson and his colleagues “For A Bigger and Better America” in a representative issue of The Champion published in 1917 and the title of Julius Lester’s Look Out Whitey! Black Power’s Gon’ Get Your Mama! (1968) couldn’t be starker.
Figure 0.5. "The Reconciliation of the Races," a cartoon by E. C. Shefton, appeared in The Champion Magazine, January 1917.
This study is not intended, and should not be misconstrued, as a criticism of Black-authored books that were unapologetic in emphasizing racial conflict during and after the 1960s. Without question, Lester’s Look Out Whitey! championed African American pride and autonomy. At the same time, many books in this genre also reified racial differences between “Blacks” and “whites,” thus refuting common definitions of “interracialism” altogether. Or as Black author and filmmaker Kathleen Collins asked in the title as well as the last line of her most famous short story: “It’s 1963. Whatever happened to interracial love?” After the 1950s, interracialism was on life support.

Revealing the complexities of this multiracial world of literary production would have been impossible without consulting dozens of excellent biographical studies and revisionist narrative accounts of this period. Archive-based research has never been more prominent in Black literary studies. I build on overlapping but distinct layers of scholarship by revisiting personal diaries, letters, and other firsthand accounts preserved in manuscript collections; popular commentary and literary criticism; and archived book contracts, historical advertisements, and high-profile endorsements.

Though relatively small in number, cross-racial collaborations in the decades up to the 1960s helped affirm and legitimate Black lives in an epoch when white supremacists casually denied the shared humanity of people of color. Interest in soliciting Black authors capable of connecting people irrespective of their race or ethnicity signaled for others that the reform and advancement of both American and African American writing mattered. In a draft of his own philosophy of literature at mid-century, Chester Himes, one of the most popular Black authors of the post–World War II era, noted: “Theoretically, I believe that the problem of humanity is humanity, itself; that the hunger of an Italian child cannot be divided by color from the hunger of an American Negro child.” Drawing from carefully preserved materials like these, in conjunction with dozens of exchanges between authors and readers, this study brings to life a rich sense of the personal relationships and intellectual influences that reaffirmed interracialism—and those that, at various moments, reified demands that Black and white communities remain “divided by color,” even in print.

Chapter 1, “How to Segregate a Renaissance,” examines the first three decades of the twentieth century, a period when an unprecedented number of African Americans united with white counterparts to begin dismantling racial imbalances in the publishing world. W. S. Braithwaite was hailed by readers,
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writers, and critics of all races for inaugurating a “poetic renaissance” in America prior to World War I. Or as one influential white editor stated after this global conflict, “William Stanley Braithwaite, the anthologist, lent his strongest encouragement to the renaissance.”37 Braithwaite was far from alone in promoting this loose-knit cultural movement, which ultimately extended well beyond poetry. During the 1910s, scores of commercially oriented literary professionals created space in various domains for Black authors. The interracial print culture that emerged included periodicals, plays, novels, anthologies, poetry volumes, sociological studies, literary criticism, short story collections, travel memoirs, and autobiographies. Black writers and literary themes were better represented than ever while Braithwaite held power. Yet by the mid-1920s, roughly the apex of the Harlem Renaissance, a growing number of Black intellectuals were criticizing white contemporaries for popularizing an offensive mix of exotic and stereotypical images of Black people. Several of these white authors had already launched racist attacks on Braithwaite, actively denigrating his contributions to modernizing and advancing American literature and criticism.

Chapter 2, “Integration and Its Discontents,” illuminates the depth and breadth of Black writing in the 1930s and 1940s, when Black intellectuals such as Braithwaite, Grace Nail Johnson, and James Weldon Johnson mentored a new generation (post–Harlem Renaissance) of Black writers to keep advocating for literary desegregation—in short, for antiracist narratives about Black life and critical recognition of Black art that blurred racial distinctions and categories. When W.E.B. Du Bois resigned as editor of The Crisis, after calling for a segregated economy for African Americans, Braithwaite assured him in 1934: “Your stand is a triumphant call to the youth of a new generation.”38 In these years, a diverse cohort of Black artists, intellectuals, and aspiring professionals gained more opportunities and assumed more prominence in organizations on both sides of the color line. Their achievements and professional prospects were precarious, transient, and often exploitative. Sharing much in common with Braithwaite’s reputation a generation earlier, Frank Yerby and Willard Motley’s best-selling novels published in the 1940s were described by several of their contemporaries as “raceless.” Yet this was an inadequate characterization of their multiracial, multiethnic books, as important scholarship on “white-life” novels and novelists has pointed out.39 Another Black writer, Juanita Harrison, the author of one of Macmillan’s best-selling travelogues, My Great, Wide, Beautiful World (1936), was also an important
precursor to Motley, Yerby, and Richard Wright’s commercial successes. Harrison and Yerby, in particular, chafed at, rejected, and defied political affiliations. But it was virtually impossible for Black authors such as Yerby to evade either racism or politics in the United States in the early Cold War years, even when they tried.\footnote{40}

Chapter 3, “Challenging Little Black Sambo,” highlights an overlapping group of Black writers and cultural interracialists, from different backgrounds,
who wrote and illustrated an impressive range of books for children and young adults. Since the first decade of the twentieth century, numerous authors, artists, and editors devoted time and energy to bringing Black and white characters together in the same juvenile texts—but on much fairer terms than those popularized by Helen Bannerman’s *Little Black Sambo* (1899). Shedding new light on the ubiquitous resistance to the racial reform of children's books within the corporate publishing trade, which was dominated by white female editors by the 1940s, affirms how groundbreaking improvements and achievements in this sector were. Muriel Fuller, Frank Yerby’s first literary agent, was also a leading children’s book editor at mid-century. Her commentaries, correspondence, and notes on juvenile literature form the core of this insider’s portrait of the children’s book business that flourished at mid-century.

Chapter 4, “What Was Postwar American Culture?” explores the tumultuous Cold War years of the late 1940s and 1950s, when scores of Black cultural professionals fought for and wooed broader audiences of readers and media consumers than ever before. New and increased capacities for inexpensive paperback printing supported larger and larger print runs of cheaper and cheaper books by Black writers. Biracial networks of entrepreneurial authors and booksellers diversified popular reading for generations of Americans, elevating African American writing to new heights. A fast-growing segment of editors were deeply supportive of interracial books and a host of other collaborations between people of different races and ethnicities. As debilitating as the anti-Communist Red Scare was, African Americans refused to give up on the potentially liberating power of Black-authored books and Black cultural representation. Optimism and deliberate efforts to work across the color line to attract white as well as Black audiences were hallmarks of an era when interracialism became a cultural standard.

The final chapter, “Toward Division,” documents how Black and cross-racial books, meetings, and exchanges became fractious in the 1960s. In the end, literary and artistic interracialism, promoted by Braithwaite and numerous other Americans of all backgrounds, faltered during and after the Civil Rights Movement. As race relations deteriorated, demand for vitriolic mass media rose sharply. In this chapter I argue that sensationalized Black print and cultural programming—sponsored, and often written, by white authors, editors, and cultural professionals—stood in stark contrast to the aims of an established cohort of African American artists, writers, and intellectuals in the 1960s. While the broad-based Black Arts Movement that emerged in this era established magazines, publishing houses, and other institutions to elevate Afrodisporic
culture, a parallel nexus of white writers and publishers frequently exaggerated and embellished Black anger and racial tensions for profit. In 1969, one white publishing executive instructed publishers who sought to diversify their book lists that they “should not rely on consultants and researchers or even members of the black middle class, with whom publishers can talk comfortably.” Instead, he advised them to “go into the ghetto,” to establish connections with the ‘tough, angry’ Negro who won’t pull any punches,” to capture “a tremendous black and Puerto Rican market.”

In the 1960s, James Baldwin and Lorraine Hansberry rebuked white Americans who arbitrarily exacerbated racial divisions. The famous question Baldwin posed to the predominantly white readership of the New Yorker in 1962, “Do I really want to be integrated into a burning house?” encapsulates these tensions.

Each chapter of Impermanent Blackness centers on Black and white authors who relied on a mix of romanticism and realism to convey African American perspectives against racist opposition. Since the 1910s, critics have accused some of the nation’s most prominent Black writers of publishing texts that were too white to be fully appreciated by Black readers. Yet authors such as Fenton Johnson and the prizewinning essayist Isaac Fisher, who did not write
primarily or exclusively about African American life, broadened the white public's awareness of how expansive Black creative and intellectual pursuits could be. Black authors who challenged racial conventions wanted to be in conversation with other creatives, intellectuals, and writers who reflected and meditated on the human condition. Forward-looking Black and white
interlocutors (authors, critics, publishers, editors, and audiences to some degree) welcomed their literary contributions.

In the course of the twentieth century, the methods and motivations behind cultural interracialism were neither uniform nor inevitable. Some authors used, pitched, or became poster children for blurring racial lines in American literary culture to make a living. Others reached across the nation’s tenacious social divisions to illuminate, interrogate, and rebel against Jim Crow or simply to enjoy what the historian Allyson Hobbs has termed “racial indeterminacy.” Whatever their reasons, these men and women were keen to undermine the cultural legitimacy of structural hierarchies in the United States and other white-majority nation-states. Proponents of distinctively Black and white literary standards maligned these efforts as conservative and inauthentic. But in many ways, their passion for artistic freedom and conviction to working across and moving beyond racial boundaries was radical.

These artists and intellectuals have much to teach us about the opportunities and challenges that underpin present-day commitments to building an inclusive American society. Attending to the elusive character of progressive interracial literary culture helps explain the reversals and discontinuities that still hinder racial pluralism. These men and women lived like dreamers and pragmatists at once. And this delicate interracial milieu is no less fragile, contentious, or urgent today.
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